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Welcome to Piper Alderman’s bulletin looking at competition and
consumer law. In this bulletin we seek to inform on developments
in these areas of law and trade practices generally.
September 2013

‘Interest-free’ retail finance
Retailers are increasingly offering
‘interest-free’ deals under arrangements
with third party credit providers (e.g.
GE Money is the provider for Harvey
Norman). Partner, George Raitt and Lawyer, Ivor Kovacic
look at some of the issues involved in such finance.

I’m from the government and
I’m here to help - ACCC seeks
to intervene in competition case
The ACCC has sought to intervene in the
appeal relating to the matter of Norcast
v Bradken. Senior Associate, Bill Fragos discusses this
unusual step.

ACCC sees red: More action on
door-to-door and telemarketing
sales conduct
The ACCC has sent a clear message to
companies engaged in door-to-door and
telemarketing sales conduct to ensure they comply with
the requirements of the Australian Consumer Law or face
action. Partner, Anne Freeman gives an update on the
latest action by the regulator.

Extensions of unfair contracts
regime
The Coalition’s Small Business Policy
(released 13 August 2013) indicates
that the Coalition plans to extend
the current ‘unfair contracts’ regime in the Australian
Consumer Law to small businesses, as Partner, George
Raitt and Lawyer, Ivor Kovacic report.
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‘Interest-free’ retail finance
Retailers are increasingly offering ‘interest-free’ deals under arrangements with
third party credit providers (e.g. GE Money is the provider for Harvey Norman).
Partner, George Raitt and Lawyer, Ivor Kovacic look at some of the issues involved
in such finance.
From the customer’s perspective, an
‘interest-free’ deal offers the opportunity
to purchase goods on terms that are
perceived to be more favourable
than paying cash upfront. In practice,
the customer receives a loan for the
amount of the purchase price (less any
deposit) and does not incur any interest
costs during the ‘interest-free’ period.
However, the retailer will pay the credit
provider a ‘subvention fee’ which covers
the interest payment the credit provider
forgoes during the ‘interest-free’ period.
Where a retailer offers ‘interest-free’
sales terms, several issues need to be
considered.

Consumer credit requirements
Companies that offer credit to consumers
must comply with the requirements
set out in the National Consumer Credit
Protection Act 2009. The credit provider
must be licensed and must comply with
various disclosure obligations.
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Licensed credit providers must ensure
they make proper disclosure of all relevant
matters, in accordance with the National
Credit Code. Generally a retailer will be
exempt from the requirement to obtain a
credit licence because they can rely on the
‘supplier of goods or services’ exception
which exempts retailers that offer ‘interestfree’ payment terms through ‘linked credit
providers’ (i.e. credit providers which
have an arrangement with the retailer
to offer credit terms to the retailer’s
customers). Alternatively, the retailer may
be a ‘representative’ of the licensed credit
provider and offer the ‘interest-free’ deals
on behalf of the credit provider. Whether
or not the retailer is a ‘representative’ will
depend on the terms and conditions of the
agreement between the credit provider and
the retailer.

Misleading & deceptive conduct
ASIC’s MoneySmart website warns
consumers that “interest-free doesn’t mean
cost-free - there are hidden fees and charges
that could trip you up.” For the retailer, the
greatest compliance risk concerns disclosure
of the purchase price. If the cost of the
goods has been increased to include the
subvention payment the retailer will pay
to the credit provider, the retailer needs
to be careful that it does not mislead the
customer as to the cash price of the goods.
For example, Harvey Norman’s term and
conditions relating to ‘interest-free’ deals
state that the facility for approved customers
applies on advertised or ticketed price.
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Third line forcing
Third line forcing occurs where a company
offers to sell goods or services on condition
that the customer acquires other goods
or services from another company. A
company engaging in third line forcing
will breach the Competition and Consumer
Act 2010 (Cth). The risk with ‘interestfree’ deals is that a retailer offers goods
‘interest-free’ on condition the customer
obtains finance through a particular credit
provider. The credit provider likewise is
offering finance on condition the goods are
acquired from the specific retailer. Retailers
and credit provider should consider
lodging a Notification of Exclusive Dealing
under section 93(1) of the Competition and
Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) to protect against
the risk of contravening the Act. Protection
from legal action begins 14 days after the
notification is lodged, but may be revoked
by ACCC at any time if the likely benefit to
the public from the notified conduct would
not outweigh the likely detriment to the
public resulting from the conduct.

For further information contact:
George Raitt, Partner
t +61 3 8665 5532
graitt@piperalderman.com.au
Ivor Kovacic, Lawyer
t +61 3 8665 5571
ikovacic@piperalderman.com.au
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ACCC sees red: More action on door-to-door
and telemarketing sales conduct
The ACCC has sent a clear message to companies engaged in door-to-door and
telemarketing sales conduct to ensure they comply with the requirements of the
Australian Consumer Law or face action. Partner, Anne Freeman gives an update
on the latest action by the regulator.
Hot on the heels of proceedings against
EnergyAustralia and AGL Sales Pty Limited,
the ACCC has obtained a court enforceable
undertaking from Red Energy Pty Limited in
relation to alleged misrepresentations made
by one of its telemarketers. Red Energy
has also paid infringement notices totalling
$26,400.
Red Energy is a supplier of retail energy to
consumers in New South Wales, Victoria
and South Australia. It has admitted, in the
undertaking, that a telemarketer employed
by it made false representations and engaged
in misleading and deceptive conduct during
unsolicited calls to consumers.
The telemarketer represented that he was
calling about the consumer’s current energy
bill with a rival supplier, that he was affiliated
with that supplier and was not calling to
sell anything. These representations were
all false. He also falsely represented that all
energy retailers in New South Wales must
charge consumers the same price for retail
electricity and that all retail electricity prices
in New South Wales are regulated by the
government.
As part of the undertaking, Red Energy
is to make efforts to contact all current
customers who entered into an agreement
with it for the supply of retail energy
following a call from the telemarketer in
question in order to inform them they may
have been given misleading or deceptive
information and that they may cancel
their agreement with Red Energy without
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any penalty. It also undertook to publish
corrective notices on its website, to include
a link to the Australian Energy Regulator’s
price comparator website on its website,
and to enter into a compliance program.
In September, the ACCC also brought
proceedings in the Federal Court in Brisbane
against Australian Power & Gas Company
Limited (APG) in relation to its door to
door selling practices, alleging that certain
conduct of its sales representative was
misleading or deceptive and in one case,
unconscionable.
The alleged conduct is painfully familiar
– the sales reps represented that APG
had approval from, or was affiliated with,
the consumer’s current energy retailer or
distributor, that APG had approval from, or
was affiliated with, government and that the
consumer could receive a certain discount
off their bill with APG, when APG did not
offer such a discount.

Telemarketing and door to door sales
conduct has been a focus of the regulator
and it has now achieved a number of
successful outcomes. It is an opportune
time to take check of the obligations in
the ACL about such sales and ensure that
sales people receive proper training about
the requirements they must meet.

For further information contact:
Anne Freeman, Partner
t +61 2 9253 9934
afreeman@piperalderman.com.au

It is also alleged that the salespeople
breached various of the unsolicited
consumer agreement provisions of the
ACL by failing to advise consumers that
their purpose was to seek the consumer’s
agreement to the supply of retail electricity
and/or gas by APG, failed to advise
consumers that they were obliged to leave
the premises immediately on the request
of the consumer and failed to provide
information about their identity.
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I’m from the government and I’m here to help ACCC seeks to intervene in competition case
The ACCC has sought to intervene in the appeal relating to the matter of Norcast
v Bradken. Senior Associate, Bill Fragos discusses this unusual step.
In the May edition of our Competition
and Consumer News, we reported on the
decision of Norcast v Bradken. This decision
was the first case to apply new cartel laws,
which extend the cartel provisions under
the Competition and Consumer Act (Act) to
conduct outside of a formal market.

Background
The matter involved Bradken seeking
to purchase a competitor’s (Norcast)
subsidiary (NWS) via the US private equity
firm Castle Harlan. Castle Harlan purchased
NWS for US $190m. Within 24 hours
Castle Harlan on-sold NWS to Bradken for
US$212.4m. All entities, save for Bradken,
are located outside of Australia.
Norcast sued Bradken for a breach of the
new cartel laws as well as for misleading or
deceptive conduct. Norcast was successful
with respect to both aspects. The Federal
Court determined that Bradken and Castle
Harlan, in contravention of the new cartel
laws, were in competition or likely to be
in competition with each other, at least
with respect to this transaction. Against
Bradken’s submissions, the Federal Court
also determined that conduct occurred in
Australia, despite the fact that the tender
process, the buyer and seller were not
located in Australia.

The decision, as it currently stands, has
a significant impact on tender processes,
especially where undisclosed bidders are
involved. That is, in some circumstances it
could be found that a principal and agent
are effectively competitors and thus acting
in breach of the new cartel provisions. The
Federal Court also gave a rather broad
interpretation to the extraterritorial aspects
of the relevant laws.

It is apparent that the ACCC did not take
action against Bradken. The ACCC may have
determined that the matter did not warrant
investigation or that on the merits no offence
had been committed. However, it would
be an interesting outcome if the ACCC did
not investigate the matter because it had
determined that it did not have jurisdiction
with respect to the matter.

The ACCC suggests that the new cartel
laws have yet to be examined by the higher
Intervention
courts and raise important issues justifying
the ACCC’s intervention. Time will tell
The ACCC has sought leave of the Full
whether the ACCC will seek to intervene in
Federal Court to intervene in the appeal.
any consumer guarantee or unfair standard
Whilst the ACCC is seeking to make
submissions on the interpretation of the new form contract term matters litigated between
private parties and which may be subject to an
cartel laws, it is not entirely clear why the
appeal.
ACCC should intervene in this particular
matter.
Norcast and Bradken will no doubt receive
appropriate representation, making
One aspect on which the ACCC seeks
submissions on the new cartel provisions
leave to make submissions relates to the
and the extra-territorial aspects of the
extraterritorial application of cartel laws.
proceedings. Whilst it is noble of the ACCC
To some extent, it may be in the ACCC’s
to seek to assist the courts with respect to
interest to argue for a broad interpretation
matters of interpretation, and the ACCC
of these provisions consistent with the
has developed a reputation as a successful,
original Federal Court decision, such that
cooperative and progressive regulator, it
the ACCC is able to justify its position in
nevertheless could be suggested that the
particular investigations where there is
ACCC’s resources be utilised elsewhere.
minimal connection to Australia.
That said, the ACCC could provide invaluable
assistance to the parties and the court with
respect to this matter. It remains to be seen
though whether the ACCC develops a clear
policy position as to when it will seek to
intervene in private matters before the courts.
For further information contact:
Bill Fragos, Senior Associate
t +61 8 8205 3446
bfragos@piperalderman.com.au
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Extension of unfair contracts regime
The Coalition’s Small Business Policy (released 13 August 2013) indicates that the
Coalition plans to extend the current ‘unfair contracts’ regime in the Australian
Consumer Law to small businesses, as Partner, George Raitt and Lawyer, Ivor
Kovacic report.
As it currently stands, the ‘unfair
contracts’ provisions apply only to
‘consumer contracts’. That is, contracts
for the supply of goods or services to
an individual who acquires the goods
or services wholly or predominately for
personal, domestic or household use. At
present, the Australian Consumer Law
protects individual consumers not small
business purchasers.
The unfair contracts regime applies only
to terms in standard form contracts.
Whether or not the contract is ‘standard
form’ will be a question of fact. Where a
term of a standard form contract is found
to be ‘unfair’, it is deemed void. However,
the unfair contract regime does not apply
to terms essential to the contract (i.e.
that define the main subject matter of the
contract, sets the upfront price payable,
or are expressly required by law).
Three elements must be established in
order for a term to be unfair. First, the
term must cause significant imbalance in
the parties’ rights and obligations arising
under the contract. Second, the term
must not be reasonably necessary to
protect the legitimate interests of the
party that is advantaged by the term (it is
presumed that the term is not reasonably
unless the party proves otherwise). Third,
the term must cause detriment to a party
if it were to be applied or relied on.

•

Contract terms that allow a business
to change the contract without
consent from the customer.

•

Terms that cause confusion about the
role of the business as agent and seek
to unfairly absolve the agent from any
liability.

•

Terms that unfairly restrict the
consumer’s right to terminate the
contract.

•

Terms that suspend or terminate
the services being provided to the
customer under the contract.

•

Terms that make the customer liable
for things that would ordinarily be
outside of their control.

•

Terms that prevent the customer
from relying on representations made
by the business or its agents.

•

Terms that seek to limit the
consumer guarantee rights.

•

Terms that seek to remove the
customer’s right to a credit card
chargeback facility when buying the
service through an agent.

It is unclear to what extent the Coalition
will extend the unfair terms regime,
how small businesses would be defined
and whether any limitation on the use
of the goods or services would remain.
Nonetheless, the potential impact of
the Coalition’s proposed changes on
businesses supplying to other businesses
using standard contracts terms is
substantial.
Many of the above terms would be invalid
or unenforceable at law in any event.
Such provisions in consumer contracts
should be reviewed and re-written to
ensure validity and compliance with the
Australian Consumer Law. It would
be prudent to review similar terms in
business to business contracts.
For further information contact:
George Raitt, Partner
t +61 3 8665 5532
graitt@piperalderman.com.au
Ivor Kovacic, Lawyer
t +61 3 8665 5571
ikovacic@piperalderman.com.au

In the ACCC’s report on ‘unfair contract
terms’ released earlier this year, the
ACCC identifies eight key provisions that
it considers may be unfair:
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Important Disclaimer: The material contained in this publication is comment of a general nature only and is not and nor is it intended to be advice on any specific professional matter. In that the effectiveness
or accuracy of any professional advice depends upon the particular circumstances of each case, neither the firm nor any individual author accepts any responsibility whatsoever for any acts or omissions
resulting from reliance upon the content of any articles. Before acting on the basis of any material contained in this publication, we recommend that you consult your professional adviser.

